Celebrity Break-Ups: Lenny
Kravitz ‘Blew It’ During
First Meeting with Ex Lisa
Bonet

By Nicole Maher
In the latest celebrity news, Lenny Kravitz’s new memoir Let
Love Rule gave fans a look into some of the hardship he has
faced in the past, including making a bad first impression
when meeting his celebrity ex Lisa Bonet. According to
EOnline.com, Kravitz outlines how when first meeting Bonet, he
“kind of blew it” by complimenting her hair. Kravitz explained
that he was nervous, and while he did like her hair, he knew
he should’ve said something better. Kravitz and Bonet later

went on to get married and have a daughter before announcing
their celebrity break-up in 1993.

In celebrity break-up news, not all
love
stories
have
a
perfect
beginning, middle, and end. What do
you do if you make a bad impression
on your crush the first time you
meet them?
Cupid’s Advice:
Sometimes when we get nervous or are trying to impress someone
we end up saying the wrong thing. While this may not lead to
the best first impression, it doesn’t mean that we completely
blew our shot. If you are looking for some ways to make up for
a bad first impression, Cupid has some advice for you:
1. Acknowledge and apologize: Oftentimes the easiest way to
move past an awkward encounter is to simply acknowledge it
happened and apologize for it. This will ensure your crush
that you also thought the first impression wasn’t the best so
they are not left wondering if that’s how you normally act.
Once the air is cleared, focus on impressing them next time!
Related Link: Celebrity Break-Up: Prince William Dumped ThenGirlfriend Kate Middleton Over the Phone
2. Don’t dwell on it: While the fact that you made a bad first
impression on your crush may still be on the forefront of your
mind, it is important not to dwell on this encounter. If you
spend too much time focusing on what you did wrong, it can
make it more difficult to show your crush your real
personality moving forward. Once you’ve acknowledged it, just

let it go!
Related Link: Celebrity News: Valerie Bertinelli Pays Tribute
to Late Ex-Husband Eddie Van Halen
3. Nail the second impression: First impressions are not last
impressions. Once the air is cleared from an awkward first
encounter and you have stopped dwelling on what you originally
said, take every opportunity moving forward to make a better
impression. Over time, your crush will forget how bad your
first impression may have been and only think of the ways you
have impressed them since.
What are some other ways to make up for making a bad
impression on your crust the first time you meet them? Start a
conversation in the comments below.

Celebrity Vacation: Jason
Momoa & Lisa Bonet Explore
Italy
After
Zoe
Kravitz
Wedding

By Katie Sotack
It’s a family vacation for celebrity couple Jason Momoa and
Lisa Bonet. UsMagazine.com reports that the pair brought their
son and daughter along to Italy following Bonet’s daughter,
Zoe Kravitz’s nuptials at her father Lenny Kravtiz’s house in
Paris. Taking the quick ride from Paris to Italy made sense,
as the two are not currently filming and their children are
out of school for the summer. The couple was spotted ordering
gelato at a local restaurant, winning at fashion game with
mixed patterns and bold sun shades.

This pair is on a celebrity
vacation in Italy. What are some
benefits to traveling with your
partner?
Cupid’s Advice:
Romantic

getaway

you

say?

It

sounds

appealing

to

two

lovebirds, and it’s beneficial as well. Here are the pros to
vacationing with your partner:
1. Reconnect: Whether the two of you are vacationing alone or
with family, this is a chance to reconnect without the added
pressure of everyday life. Traveling alone will allow you to
just focus on each other, and traveling with kids will put
your family in the forefront of your mind.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Kourtney Kardashian & Scott
Disick Vacation in Costa Rica Without Sofia Richie
2. Security: Another positive aspect to traveling with your
significant other is the security that they provide. Exploring
a new area by yourself can seem overwhelming and vaguely
dangerous. Having your S.O. by your side like a warm security
blanket will remind you of the comforts of home while you’re
out living it up.
Related Link: Celebrity Vacation: Nick Jonas & Priyanka Chopra
Vacation in Miami with Joe Jonas & Sophie Turner
3. Excitement: Work, family, bed. It’s not a bad life, but
it’s certainly a repetitive one. Spice up your romance by
traveling with your partner. The new atmosphere and
experiences will give you two plenty to talk about. Not to
mention, once the vacation’s over, you’ll have lots to
reminisce about.
What are some vacation destinations you’d recommend for a
romantic getaway? Share in the comments below!

5 Celebrity
Just
Like
Parents

Kids Who Look
Their
Famous

By Marissa Donovan
Sailor Brinkley Cook has been featured in the 2017 Sports
Illustrated Swimsuit Edition and is repped by IMG Models. Not
only is she following in the footsteps of her famous mother
Christie Brinkley, but she’s a spitting image of the
supermodel!

There

are

many

other

celebrity

kids who look identical to their
celebrity parents. Here are five
celebrity children who fit the
bill:
1. Clint and Scott Eastwood: The father and son actors have
been on the cover of Esquire Magazine and even worked side by
side in Gran Torino. Scott looks like a younger version of the
classic Western star and has recently stared in The Fate of
the Furious.
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Related Link: Chick Flick ‘The Longest Ride’ Features Brittany
Robertson and Scott Eastwood Living Their Love Story
2. Julianne Moore and Liv Freundlich: Although Julianne
Moore’s daughter may be taller than she is, the two
practically look like twins! The tight knit mother and
daughter were seen together at The Women’s March last January
and have been seen at multiple fashion shows.
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Related Link: Celebrity News: Julianne Moore Says Husband Was
First to See ‘Still Alice’ and Predicted Oscar Win
3. Lisa Bonet and Zoe Kravitz:

Lisa Bonet is known for her

role as Denise Huxtable on The Cosby Show and is also the
mother of Zoe Kravitz. Kravitz has made a name for herself in
Hollywood with her many roles in television and film. The
Rough Night star also shares the same interest in music like
her father Lenny Kravitz. She is the lead singer in the R&B
band Lolawolf.

Related Link: Lenny Kravitz Says He and Ex-Wife Lisa Bonet Are
‘Best Friends’
4. Cindy Crawford and Kaia Gerber: Kaia Gerber really
resembles supermodel mother Cindy Crawford! Gerber has been
the face for famous designers such as Marc Jacobs. Crawford
has been very supportive of her daughter’s career in modeling.
We can probably expect to see Gerber in more ad campaigns like
her mother’s famous Pepsi ad!
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Related Link: Celebrity Couple: David Beckham Shares Sweet
Birthday Message for Wife Victoria
5. David and Brooklyn Beckman: Although many of David
Beckman’s sons look like him, Brooklyn Beckman is a carbon
copy of the soccer player’s physical features! The Calvin
Klein model’s son has recently published a photography book
called What I See and has held art exhibits for his work.
Brooklyn has a creative side that is similar to his
mother’s Victoria Beckham.
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Which look-alike duo from this list is your favorite? Leave
your pick in the comments!

